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SPOTing Seminar in Vienna

Diversity & Artistic Processes

Dates: 31.3.-2.4.2022
Venues: Brunnenpassage & Belvedere, Vienna, Austria

Spaces of Transformation in Arts Education: Diversity & Artistic Processes puts 
emphasis on the importance of diversity in artistic processes and takes a critical 
approach to existing privileges, hierarchies, and decision making structures in 
the cultural sector.

This seminar is a part of Trans Europe Halles Arts Education Hub and the Spaces 
of Transformation in Arts Education (SPOTing) project. SPOTing brings together 
cultural workers from eight cultural centres around Europe. The project aims to 
stimulate professional development and knowledge exchange within the field of 
socially engaged art and evaluate existing practices.

Thursday 31.3.2022
Venue: Belvedere 21 & Upper Belvedere
11:15 – 11:45  Registration
11:45 – 14:00  Time to Diversify – Input & Training Session 

Venue: Belvedere 21
14:00 – 16:00  Lunch
from 16:00  D/Transformation: Diversity in Leading Positions of Cultural 

Institutions
16:00 – 18:00   Part 1: World-Café 

Venue: Belvedere 21
 Parallel Programm – Museum Tour  
Venue: Belvedere 21

18:00 – 19:00 Break / change locations!
19:00 – 21:00   Part 2: Keynote & Panel Discussion 

Venue: Upper Belvedere

 

Friday 1.4.2022
Venue: Brunnenpassage
11:30 – 11:45  Open doors
11:45 – 12:30   Art Practices in the Migration Society  

Presentation by Team Brunnenpassage
12:30 – 14:00  Lunch
14:00 – 16:00  Cultural Transformation Movement – Collective Work Session
 hybrid event

 

Saturday 2.4.2022
Venue: Nussdorf, northern district of Vienna 
11:00 – 15:00 Outing to the Vineyards of Vienna



PROGRAMME

Thursday 31.3.2022
Venue: Belvedere 21

11:15 – 11:45 Registration
11:45 – 14:00    Time to Diversify 

Input & Training Session with Fairooz Tamimi
   So, you believe in diversity, equity and social justice and want your 

institution to live up to those values, but how? And where to start?  
This session starts with an introduction to a framework, concepts, 
terminology, common mistakes and practices around diversity, 
followed by a hands-on exploration of a step-by-step process to 
apply the diversity lens to different dimensions of a cultural 
institution. A facilitated discussion among the participants will 
enable them to discuss their priorities and the challenges faced 
or anticipated during the implementation of such a process in 
different types of institutions. 

14:00 – 16:00  Lunch
 from 16:00  D/Transformation: Diversity in Leading Positions  

of Cultural Institutions 
an event by D/Arts – Project Office for Diversity & Urban Dialogue

   Society is more diverse than the cultural sector. This event focuses 
on the necessary transformation of cultural institutions from within. 
How do programs and content change, when discrimination- 
critical attitudes and diversity are anchored at the staff level? What 
measures are needed to strengthen diversity-sensitive 
perspectives in decision-making positions? And how can these 
processes be promoted at the level of cultural policy? Using 
examples from the national and international cultural sector, we 
will discuss how discriminatory structures can be identified and 
diversity processes implemented in the Austrian context. 

Notes to Self



Thursday 31.3.2022
Venue: Belvedere 21 & Upper Belvedere

16:00 – 18:00   Part 1: World-Café 
Venue: Belvedere 21

  Moderation: Djamila Grandits
• Miriam Siré Camara (Diversity and Anti-Discrimination Advisor, 

akoma | Managing Director) - discussion in German
• Natalia Hecht (Monitoring & Cultural Evaluation Manager, 

Community Artist) and Angela Wieser (Educult, Forschung & 
Beratung) - discussion in English

• Ivana Pilić (Diversity Advisor, D/Arts-Projektbüro für Diversität 
und urbanen Dialog) and Sophie Rendl (Expert for Anti-
Discrimination, Frauendomäne) -discussion in German

• Hassan Mahamdallie (UK Playwright, Journalist, Specialist in 
Diversity and Art) – discussion in English

16:00 – 18:00   Parallel Programme – Museum Tour 
Guided tour through current exhibitions of Belvedere 21 by the 
Department of Arts Education with information about location 
and context.

18:00 – 19:00 break / change of location
19:00 – 21:00   Part 2: Keynote & Panel Discussion 

Venue: Upper Belvedere
  Moderation: Djamila Grandits
   Keynote
   Hassan Mahmadallie (UK Playwright, Journalist, Specialist in 

Diversity and Art)
  Panel Discussion
   Eva Blimlinger (Member of the National Council) 

Miriam Siré Camara (Diversity and Anti-discrimination 
Consultant, akoma | Managing Director) 
Jonathan Fine (Director Weltmuseum Wien)  
Natalia Hecht (Monitoring & Cultural Evaluation Manager, 
Community Artist) 
Veronica Kaup-Hasler (City Councillor for Culture and Science) 
Hassan Mahamdallie (UK Playwright, Journalist, Specialist in 
Diversity and Art) 
Stella Rollig (Belvedere General Director)

Notes to Self



Friday 1.4.2022
Venue: Brunnenpassage

11:30 – 11:45  Open doors
11:45 – 12:30   Art Practices in the Migration Society 

Presentation by the team of Brunnenpassage
   In 2021, the expanded edition of the Brunnenpassage book ‘Art 

Practices in the Migration Society’ was published. This 
presentation, based on the handbook, will give insight into the 
practice of Brunnenpassage. It opens up strategies for 
implementing art practices that are critical of discrimination, and 
for reaching new dialogue groups. Successes in partnerships 
with unequal cultural institutions are analyzed, and concrete 
strategies for action are shown. 

12:30 – 14:00  Lunch
14:00 – 16:00  Cultural Transformation Movement  
 hybrid event  Diversity Parameters for Institutions / Collective work session with 

inputs by Fairooz Tamimi, Tiffany Fukuma and movement members 
   Why do we need a movement and why now? Why the top-down 

approach towards diversity is broken and why a real 
transformation towards social justice means home-growing of 
advocates? How does the relationship between the institution 
and the community change? In this session, Trans Europe Halles 
members who started the Cultural Transformation Movement will 
introduce the movement, explain their approach to transform 
their organisation from within, contribute the lessons they learned 
from their own experiences, and shed light on some inspiring 
initiatives, good practises and recent trends.

Time to Enjoy

Saturday 2.4.2022
Venue: Nussdorf  / Meeting point: Nussdorfer Platz, tram D

11:00 – 15:00   Outing to the Vineyards of Vienna 
We invite you to join us on a hike to enjoy a view of the city and 
have snacks and drinks together in the winery hills of Vienna. 

Notes to Self



SPEAKERS

Fairooz Tamimi, writer and journalist, is Strategic Development Director at Trans 
Europe Halles. Worked in MENA region till 2013 when she relocated to Sweden, 
where she founded the ‘Immigrants Stand Up Comedy Network’ in North Europe, 
co-founded ‚The Nordic Network to Diversify Arts and Culture‘ and founded two 
business accelerators for immigrant entrepreneurs. Wrote for Swedish 
newspapers on topics of diversity and immigration, and she is the winner of 
Göran Tunhammar’s Award for Openness and Diversity 2016.

Tiffany Fukuma is the Managing Director of Trans Europe Halles. She has been 
part of DIY arts and activist communities since the late 90’s in France and in 
Japan. With time, she developed an interest in counter-cultures and their relation 
to governments and to urban planning, in particular around the issues of ‘illegal 
art’, night economies and the right to party in the city, art and social/spatial 
justice, art in public space, digital art and cultural Third Spaces. From her dual 
experience as an independent arts and culture organizer and in the public 
service of culture, she draws original, contextual views of the evolutions of the 
culture sector internationally, and a pragmatic, policy-based approach of how to 
sustain thriving arts and culture ecosystems in and with our communities.

HOSTS

ArtSocialSpace Brunnenpassage operates as a laboratory and venue for 
transcultural and participatory art, since 2007. Brunnenpassage aims to give all 
population groups access to contemporary art as well as to promote active 
participation in the arts. It is strategically located in Vienna‘s 16th district, at 
Brunnenmarkt, a market area characterized by a high percentage of socially 
disadvantaged residents and individuals with migration experience. More than 
400 events take place annually ranging from performance and dance to music 
formats, exhibitions and film. The overall concept is specifically designed to 
foster art practice and production that allows complex and broad perspectives 
and thus lives up to the social plurality of society.

D/Arts – Project Office for Diversity and Urban Dialogue is a bottom-up project 
establishing a network of actors, initiatives and organisations engaged in 
discrimination-critical work in the arts. During a two-year process (2021/2022) 
discussion formats are being developed, collaborative thought processes initiated 
and artistic productions realized that center marginalized knowledge and 
intersectional art practice. The aim is to work in broad alliance towards long-term 
structural change in the cultural sector at the institutional and policy level. 

Belvedere in Vienna is one of the leading museums worldwide. Its famous art 
collection includes works ranging from the Middle Ages to the present day. 
Austrian art in an international context is presented in three locations. Highlights 
include the world’s largest collection of Gustav Klimt paintings as well as 
prominent works from the periods of Viennese Biedermeier, Austrian Baroque, 
Vienna around 1900, and French Impressionism. The institution’s central tasks 
focus on exhibiting, researching, collecting, communicating, and preserving. 
Ongoing advancements and digitalization in all areas ensures the Belvedere’s 
significance as an outstanding museum of the future.



For more information on SPOTing and the TEH Arts Education Hub:  
https://teh.net/project/spaces-of-transformation-in-arts-education 
https://teh.net/project/arts-education-hub

VENUES

ArtSocialSpace Brunnenpassage 
https://www.brunnenpassage.at 
Brunnengasse 71, 1160 Vienna

Belvedere 21 
https://www.belvedere.at/besuch/belvedere-21 
Belvedere 21, Arsenalstraße 1, 1030 Vienna
Current exhibitions: 
Avant-Garde and the Contemporary / Ugo Rondinone / Shaping 
https:// www.belvedere.at/en/visit/belvedere-21#CurrentExhibitions 
https://www.belvedere.at/en/shaping-time

Upper Belvedere  
https://www.belvedere.at/besuch/oberes-belvedere 
Oberes Belvedere, Prinz Eugen-Straße 27, 1030 Vienna

CREDITS

Curated by: Gordana Crnko & Zuzana Ernst, Brunnenpassage. 
In collaboration with: Hanna Olsson & Olga Rudak, Trans Europe Halles,  
and Sheelagh Colclough, Beat Carnival. 

SPOTing in Vienna is organized by ArtSocialSpace Brunnenpassage in 
cooperation with TEH. The seminar is part of SPOTing project, funded by Eramus+ 
Programe of the European Union. The programm is realized in cooperation with  
D/Arts and the Belvedere. 
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